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Summary

K ELD Chapel, near Shap, was acquired by the National Trust in 1918 and
 since then has generally been accepted as a former chapel. Today several
 annual services are held in the building. However, apart from a seventeenth 

century entry in the parish register of a baptism at ‘Keld Chapel’ no evidence has 
been put forward to support the claim that the building ever had been a chapel. This 
paper asks the question, what was the purpose of the building and for whom was it 
built? A number of possibilities are considered – a chantry chapel, a chapel of rest, 
or an existing building adapted for services by non-conformists during the religious 
upheavals of the Reformation of the Commonwealth. The paper shows that although 
the building is regarded today as a chapel, no evidence could be found to support the 
idea that this had been its original purpose.

Keld Chapel, owned by the National Trust, occupies a small triangular 
piece of land at the north-eastern edge of the settlement of Keld about one 
mile from the village of Shap in Westmorland. The Premonstratensian abbey of 
Shap lies about three quarters of a mile to the north-west. The chapel stands on a 
plot hardly large enough to accommodate it, cut into the slope with the lane on the 
south to Thornship approximately 1 metre above fl oor level and the lane to Keld 
on the north approximately 0.5 metre below. On the west, the boundary wall is 
1.8 metres from the wall of the chapel and there appears to be a right of way to 
the garth of the cottage on that side. On the east, the plot narrows to a point at 
the junction of the two lanes. The lane from Shap to Keld leads south-west over 
the River Lowther to Tailbert and thence via a footpath to Swindale with links to 
the Old Corpse Road to Mardale and another ancient way via Mosedale to link 
to Kentmere, Long Sleddale and Kendal. The lane from Thornship makes an 
acute bend northwards as it approaches the chapel and is aligned to ease traffi c 
into the lane to Shap. Consequently, the turn from Thornship into Keld is very 
diffi cult to execute. The original route from Thornship to Shap was not via Keld 
but probably took a more direct line that survives in the narrow lanes and footpaths 
towards Shap. 

The RCHM survey of 1936 describes the chapel as: ‘being 34½ by 15¾ feet with the 
walls built of rubble and a roof of slate’. It was probably built in the sixteenth century 
and the chimneystack was inserted in the eighteenth century. The sixteenth century 
east window is of three elliptical-headed lights with a moulded label of earlier date 
reset. In the north wall are two square headed windows, the eastern of two lights and 
blocked and the western of one light; the doorway has chamfered jambs and a modern 
head. In the south wall are two windows similar to those in the north but both open; 
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 THE CHAPEL AT KELD, SHAP 71

further west is a blocked window probably of the eighteenth century. The cross wall 
may be partly ancient. Some of the dressings of the chapel have masons’ marks.1 The 
building is aligned some 36° east of north.

The most easily dateable feature of the building is the east window. As Pevsner says, 
similar straight-headed windows with labels or drip moulds are characteristic of the 
North Country Perpendicular style that developed from cusped ogee-arched lights 
in the fourteenth century. These windows evolved from normal cusped pointed 
arches to the lights in the fi fteenth century, and then, in the early sixteenth century to 
depressed-arched lights, cusped, and then uncusped, and fi nally – the typical Henry 
VIII form – uncusped round arches.2 Examples of such windows in differing degrees 
of complexity are found in both secular and religious buildings throughout Cumbria 
and are ascribed mainly to the late fi fteenth, and to the sixteenth and sevententh 
centuries. The window at Keld has a straighthead, label and round-arched lights and 
double mouldings cut in single pieces of stone that give the lights a considerable 
recess; it has uncusped lights and seems therefore no earlier than Henry VIII. 

The chapel became an early possession of the National Trust through the efforts of 
the vicar of Shap, the Revd J. Whiteside, who had acquired and restored it in 1897. 
Whiteside appears to have been the fi rst antiquarian to have identifi ed the building as 
a chapel and he relied upon two pieces of evidence: fi rst an entry in the parish register 
for 1672, ‘the 16 day (16 June 1672) Anne Burdey, a child of a traveller Christen’d 
at Keld Chapell’;3 and second, the design of the east window which suggested an 
ecclesiastical purpose. There is no other documentary record of the building being a 
chapel: Machel did not mention it on his visit to Shap Abbey and neither do Nicolson 
and Burn.4 William Nicolson, who drew on pre-Reformation bishop’s registers for 
Carlisle does not mention a chapel at Keld in his visitation accounts of 1703/4.5 It 
is not mentioned in the surviving charters of Shap Abbey, the bishop’s registers for 
Carlisle, that survive or the two surveys of monastic property of 1536 and 1540.6 
Neither is it mentioned in the grants of abbey lands to Thomas, Lord Wharton in 
1544.7

Whiteside commented that the entry in the parish register did not imply that the 
building was in ecclesiastical use in 1672 and suggested it was occupied as a dwelling 
house. He also traced the deeds of the building from 1698 until he acquired it in 1897 
noting that it was referred to in several transactions as a ‘dwelling house known as 
Keld Chapell’. Whiteside hoped to use it as a mission room for the people of Keld. 
However, he found that he was unable to gather funds for the purpose, describing the 
building as a veritable ‘white elephant’ and offered it for sale as building material to 
the lord of the manor, the Earl of Lonsdale.8 Lord Lonsdale declined the offer and 
suggested the building be demolished in order to widen the road through Keld for 
hay wagons: he was also convinced it never had been a chapel. Lord Lonsdale’s agent, 
William Little, said the building paid a customary rent of 2 shillings and a boon rent 
of 1 penny and quoted a local man, one ‘Keld’ Fenwick, who claimed it had been 
built as a barn by an ancestor with the windows found lying in a nearby fi eld.9 Little 
went on to say that it was highly unlikely that the ‘monks of Shap abbey would build 
a chapel on a piece of customary land subject to arbitrary fi nes’.10 Canon Rawnsley, 
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72 THE CHAPEL AT KELD, SHAP

FIG. 2. The Chapel on its cramped site. The lane on the right leads through Keld to Swindale and that just 
seen on the left to Thornship.

FIG. 3. The East Window. The label is from a different original window and has been reset.
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one of the founders of the National Trust, was consulted. He engaged an architect to 
study the building on behalf of the Trust who suggested it was of fi fteenth century 
date. John E. Curwen was also consulted and wrote a report on the building for the 
Trust. He expressed the view that the chapel was most likely to have been erected by 
secular priests in the Marian period (1554-8), as they could not reclaim the abbey 
church.11 The Committee of the National Trust fi nally wrote to Lord Lonsdale on 
19 November 1917 dismissing the claims of Keld Fenwick and saying that they had 
accepted the building as a gift and hoped it would not be pulled down.12 Today, the 
National Trust Guide says ‘it was probably constructed by the abbey for the people of 
the village’ in the late fi fteenth or early sixteenth century and makes no mention of it 
being a chantry chapel.13

What was the purpose of the building?

The central and unsolved problem of the building at Keld is its original purpose, 
indeed was it ever a chapel at all? If it was, who built it and why? There are several 
possibilities, some of which were considered by Whiteside.14 Was it built by the abbey 
for the benefi t of its tenants or for the convenience of pilgrims? Was it built as a chantry 
chapel for a local benefactor? Was it built as a place of worship after the dissolution 
of the monasteries or later as a meeting place for one of the early non-conformist 
sects?

It is clear from the above references that in 1672 and thereafter the building was 
known locally as Keld Chapel but whether the name came from knowledge that it had 
functioned as such or an assumption that the building had been a chapel because of 
the style of the east window is not known. On its own the east window is not suffi cient 
to prove an ecclesiastical purpose. As noted above, examples of such windows are 
found throughout Cumbria. The most likely source for the window is the ruins of 
Shap Abbey where there are two windows of the same style in the tower. The tower is 
thought to be the work of the abbey’s most illustrious abbot, Richard Redman, who 
was abbot c.1458-1505 and an important person both within the Premonstratensian 
Order and in national politics. 15 He had a reputation for hospitality and to match his 
status probably rebuilt the abbot’s lodgings with windows of the same contemporary 
design. After the surrender of the abbey and its lands in 1540, parts of the lodgings 
appear to have been incorporated in Abbey Farm. A sketch of the farmhouse by 
Thomas Bland, c.1860, shows the front of the house with rounded, square-headed 
windows with labels at both the ground fl oor and fi rst fl oor levels.16 These windows 
were removed from the farm house sometime after 1860; what happened to them is 
not known. 

The east window of the chapel could also have come from the abbot’s lodgings and 
have been removed to Keld at some time after 1540. At Keld it appears the window 
was inserted into a ‘new build’; the shaping of the interior wall stones to form the 
recess and the setting of the arch suggest that the building is contemporary with the 
window, as do the settings of the other small but later windows in the south wall. 
Alternatively, it is possible but improbable that the builders had the window specially 
cut for the chapel (or bought it from a local supplier) as the basic style was common in 
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74 THE CHAPEL AT KELD, SHAP

the sixteenth century in churches and secular buildings. However, the chapel window 
is of the high quality normally associated with religious buildings while the building 
itself cannot be described as high status.17 Also the RCHM notes that the label is of 
an earlier date than the window and has been reset which suggests that the stones are 
from two different windows and not cut as a single piece. What is not known is whether 
the reset label is part of  Whiteside’s restoration; indeed it is not clear how much of the 
present day structure is the result of successive repairs.18 The most acceptable idea is 
that the window came from the ruins of the abbey sometime after the Dissolution and 
either was incorporated into an existing building or into a new building erected for the 
local community in times of religious uncertainty. The question nevertheless remains 
as to the purpose for which this building was made.

A chapel of ease

The fi rst possibility is that it was a chapel of ease. When a new settlement was created, 
or a growing population in a settlement distant from the parish church requested 
more frequent and convenient services, one response was to found a chapel of ease. By 
the early twelfth century, however, tithes and offerings had become a very important 
source of income to the parish church and founding a new church within an existing 
parish was nearly impossible. Without a separate endowment, the rector or vicar 
might be unwilling to share the parish tithes in order to pay a priest. Alternatively he 
might serve the chapel himself or might appoint a curate; in some communities the 
parishioners who attended the chapel paid part of the running expenses.19 Landowners 
themselves endowed a number of chapels and did not rely on the parish for income; 
these became known as ‘free chapels’. Some chapels of ease were granted rights 
to baptise and to bury the dead while others were temporary and a few eventually 

FIG. 4. Keld.
At the Dissolution, Shap Abbey held sixteen tenements and two cottages in Keld and Thornship and 

eleven tenements in Talbert and Rayside. 
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became the church of a new parish.20 In the Post-Dissolution period there were two 
chapels in the parish of Shap, one at Mardale where the chapelry lay in both Shap 
and Bampton parishes and the church seems to have been of late medieval date,21 and 
another at Swindale which was probably later. The building at Keld could have been 
another. Chapels of ease were common in the huge medieval parishes of the north. 
The inhabitants of townships in the parish of St John the Baptist, Halifax, petitioned 
the Pope to be permitted to erect chapels as some of them had diffi culty attending 
services in the parish church because they lived ‘one, or two, or three or almost four 
miles from it’.22 The chapel at Watermillock in Greystoke parish was seven miles from 
the parish church and the very large parish of Kirkby Kendale had at least eleven 
known chapels by 1547, the earliest at Grasmere being established before 1261.23 As 
late as 1556, bishop Cuthbert of Chester granted a licence to the ‘ancient chapel’ of 
Crosthwaite and Lyth to hold sacramental rights as the mother church at Heversham 
was at a ‘great distance’.24 The people of Keld and Thornship collectively could have 
provided for the endowment of a priest as did the inhabitants at Old Hutton near 
Kendal. In 1470, a chapel there was described as ‘newly built in honour of the most 
high mother of God, Mary.’25 A similar situation arose at Burneside near Kendal.26 
Chapels were also built by landowners who had cleared waste land or marsh and then 
settled tenants on it. In c.1240, Patrick, son of Thomas who founded and endowed 
Shap Abbey, founded a chapel at Thornthwaite near Keswick for the benefi t of his 
tenants on an estate newly cleared from waste.27

Shap Abbey had a chapel at Reagill: Curwen refers to a papal letter of 1225 which 
gives judgement in a dispute between the abbot of  Whitby and the abbot of Shap 
over tithes and services in a chapel at Reagill in the parish of Crosby Ravensworth the 
church of which was appropriated to the abbey of  Whitby.28 This chapel, the site of 
which is marked on older editions of the Ordnance Survey map, was presumably for 
the use of the canons, lay brethren and servants at Shap Abbey’s grange of Reagill. At 
Milburn, the abbey was endowed by the fi rst Robert de Viponte to provide a priest 
for a chapel (then in the parish of Kirkby Thore and now Milburn parish church) 
from at least 1230-1240.29 Milburn is characteristic of a planned village and although 
its date of creation is unknown it could have been begun by Ranulph le Meschin, 
founder of Appleby, and continued by Robert de Viponte.30,31 The abbey also had a 
grange nearby at Milburn Grange and it is most probable that the chapel was built for 
the convenience of the new inhabitants and the abbey’s employees on their grange. 
At Shap the parish church was appropriated to the abbey before 1263 and in their 
confi rmations of the appropriation, the bishops of Carlisle had been careful to set out 
the dues owed to them: the convent was to provide two or three canons of their number, 
one to be vicar and one to be answerable for temporalities and there should also be a 
secular priest to hear confessions: the spiritual needs of the parish were therefore well 
provided for.32 Further, the religious fervour of the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth 
centuries was for additional services in the parish church. There is no evidence to 
suggest that Shap parish church was so crowded that a new external chapel only one 
mile from the ‘pretty large’ parish church was required.33 And it does not appear that 
the population of Keld was large or wealthy enough to support its own chapel as it is 
not mentioned in documents until the Dissolution, when the abbey held 16 tenements 
in Keld and Thornship and eleven in Tailbert and Rayside; as the abbey also held the 
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76 THE CHAPEL AT KELD, SHAP

manor of Shap, these 27 tenements were probably all the property there was in the 
four settlements.34 Shap Abbey was never wealthy and about 1400-1430 suffered a 
serious fi re that severely damaged the church, cloisters, refectory and dormitory and 
the damage had not been repaired by 1432.35 Although it could be suggested that the 
abbey or the inhabitants of Keld built the chapel as a ‘temporary’ place of worship 
while the abbey church was repaired it seems unlikely as such an undertaking would 
have placed further strains on the fi nances of the abbey and parish. Furthermore, any 
benefactor would have gained more prayers and masses for their soul by contributing 
to the rebuilding of the abbey than they would by endowing a chapel. 
 
It is also possible that the chapel at Keld could have been built as a resting place for the 
dead brought from Swindale and Mardale to be buried in Shap churchyard. The pre-
burial service could be held in the chapel while the bearers eased themselves before 
the fi nal stage of their journey.36 On the other hand such a chapel, as with chapels of 
ease, would be an extra expense on the parish and although distance of Mardale (six 
miles) and Swindale (four miles) from the mother church was perhaps an acceptable 
reason for building a resting place, having reached Keld the coffi n bearers had only 
one more mile to travel across fairly level and passable ground. 

Another possibility is that the chapel was built for the convenience of pilgrims. Todd 
refers to a capella ad portas on the St Bees-Whitehaven road about three quarters of 
a mile from the Priory and close to ‘St Bega’s Well’ and which he thinks was almost 
certainly for the benefi t of pilgrims.37 The only reference to a possible local shrine that 
might attract pilgrims to the abbey is in 1334 when bishop Kirby of Carlisle gave a 
faculty to the abbot of Shap to exhume the body of Isabel, wife of William Lengleys 
of Appleby, and re-inter it in a more suitable place in a church or churchyard as the 
bishop wished her remains to be venerated.38 It is not known where Isabel was buried 
or whether her body was re-interred in the abbey or elsewhere, but if in the abbey 
or the parish church then a chapel at Keld would make a suitable resting place for 
pilgrims travelling from the south via Long Sleddale and Wet Sleddale. Further, it can 
be suggested that since the place name Keld comes from the Old Norse for spring, 
and it is not unknown for chapels to be associated with a special or ‘holy’ well which 
attracted offerings, the building may have had similar origins.39 The possibility that 
the chapel was a capella ad portam, the small chapel built near the precinct gates 
to serve small populations local to the abbey which were a special feature of some 
Cistercian monasteries, cannot be entirely ruled out but no evidence has yet been 
found to suggest the Premonstratensians made similar arrangements.40

A chantry

Whiteside considered the possibility that the chapel was built by the abbey as a chantry 
with ‘some hesitation’ and he was right to do so. The history of chantries is well 
documented in the literature although a study of chantries in Cumbria has yet to be 
completed.41 At its simplest, a chantry was an endowment the main purpose of which 
was to provide daily or weekly prayers with or without masses for the benefi t of named 
individuals. However, in addition to chantries there were a wide range of what Kreider 
calls ‘intercessory institutions’ which also involved the saying of prayers and masses 
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and of these the perpetual chantry is the best known and probably the most important 
and the best documented.42 The majority of chantries were founded in the parish 
church and free-standing chantry chapels away from churchyards, castles and manor 
houses were rare as they involved a considerable outlay. The chantry commissioners 
appointed under the Chantry Act of 1547 also included ‘free chapels’ in their survey 
of chantry institutions and these included many ‘minute and mundane’ structures.43 
Chantries required a licence from the bishop of the diocese. Unfortunately, the 
registers for the bishops of Carlisle in the growth period of chantries after 1363 up until 
1450, when it is more likely that the chantry at Keld would have been founded, only 
survive until 1395. Although there are mentions of various chantries in Cumberland 
and Westmorland there is none for a chantry or ‘free chapel’ at Keld.44 Nor is there any 
record in the series of Calendars of Papal Registers.45

The gild was another form of chantry and in the later Middle Ages people grouped 
together in confraternities and gilds to endow chantries where all the members would 
benefi t from the prayers and masses. Gilds are usually associated with cities and major 
towns (for example, the chantries and gilds of Norwich and York are well documented) 
but the majority of confraternities were founded in the parish,46 mostly in the parish 
churches or more rarely, in specially built chapels.47 In 1389 Richard II issued a writ 
for all gilds to send in details of their foundation, meetings, libraries and customs 
together with a list of their property in land, houses and goods. Norfolk had the highest 
number of gilds at 164 and Lincolnshire 123: the town of Lynn (King’s Lynn) had 51. 
There are none for either Westmorland or Cumberland.48 This lack of gilds is as much 
a refl ection of the poverty of the northern counties as the grip of monastic houses on 
the best land. To be successful a gild needed a fi rm economic base and in Shap most of 
the best productive land was in the hands of the abbey of Shap or the abbey of Byland 
which held the manor of Hardendale and Wasdale.

Shap Abbey had an interest in chantries and chapels. In c.1280 the abbot of Shap 
petitioned the king over payment he was due for a chantry set up by Sir Richard de 
Laton for the ‘support of a perpetual chanting chaplain for the souls of all Christians’ 
and previously paid to a priest, Richard del Egle.49 Richard del Egle assigned the 
chantry to the abbot who performed the services for a year and a half before being 
deprived of the money by Lady Margaret de Ros.50 There is no indication as to where 
the chantry was performed; it may have been performed in the abbey church or 
within one of the appropriated churches, although it is not unknown for an abbey to 
provide a chantry priest to perform the rites in the church of another religious house.51 
Five chapels have been identifi ed within the abbey church although it is not known 
who endowed them, but probably one was founded by the fi rst Robert de Viponte.52 
Another may have been that of Ralph de Bethome c.1201, who gave 20 acres of land 
in Farleton to pay for services for him and his wife at an altar to the Archangel Michael 
in the church (of St Mary Magdalene): this grant is addressed to the canons of Preston 
Thomas where the canons of Shap fi rst settled.53 He made a similar grant to the 
abbey of Cockersand in Lancashire.54 However, chapels were expensive and it is quite 
probable that there will have been more simple forms functioning in the abbey church 
at different times about which there is no record. 
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Whiteside raises the possibility that there was a chantry chapel at Rosgill based on a 
reference in a will of one John of London who left seven marcs to a Robert de Rosgill, 
chaplain, to say prayers for his soul in the chapel of St Alban.55 While it is reasonable 
to assume that Robert the chaplain came from Rosgill, it cannot be assumed that his 
chapel was there as well and it is more probable that the chapel was that of St Alban 
in Carlisle.56

The surveyors for the Valor Ecclesiasticus missed numbers of chantries although the 
pattern is uneven across the country and the omissions were largely rectifi ed by the 
commissioners appointed under the Chantries Acts.57 One of the surveyors appointed 
to the commission of 1546 was Thomas, 1st Lord Wharton, who had been granted 
the lands of the abbey in Shap in 1544, and he was not likely to have missed a chantry 
chapel at Keld.58 In 1548 he wrote as Warden of the West March to the Protector 
Somerset, that ‘his Late Majesty, by letters from Council to the Chancellor of the 
Court of Augmentations, granted the preferment of the chantries within these West 
Marches as in Westmorland and Cumberland, to such notable borderers as best 
served him. I trust you will have the same in memory for such as worthily served, and 
nothing to live . . .’ 59 His plea for locals who served on the Border to be remembered 
was ignored, as in 1548 and 1549, a William Warde of London, was granted much of 
the lands of the chantries in Westmorland and Cumberland.60 It also seems extremely 
unlikely that the inhabitants of Shap could have concealed a chapel of any type from 
such a person as Wharton who had a strong interest in the abbey’s property. 
 
At the Dissolution, Shap Rectory and the tithes were granted on a 21-year lease to 
Richard  Washington of Grayrigg and a chapel at Keld would be been mentioned if it was 
still functioning.61 Richard Washington also was one of the Commissioners appointed 
in 1553 to enquire after the surviving pensioner canons from the monastery.62

 
When Henry VIII died in 1547, Catholicism, although severed from Rome and 
reformed, was still the legal religion of England but with the accession of his son 
Edward and effective rule in the hands of the Protector Somerset, the Reformation 
was pursued more vigorously. In 1552 a commission was appointed to seize all the 
ornaments, vestments and furniture of the parish churches and to sell them for the 
king’s use, the residue to be distributed among the poor. The inventory of church 
goods for Cumberland has survived but unfortunately not that for Westmorland, 
which would have been another document that might have recorded the chapel at 
Keld.63 

Although the results of this survey reveal no documentary records for a chantry at 
Keld there remains the possibility that the record of the creation of the chantry has 
been lost. There is also the possibility, at least for the Valor and the certifi cates issued 
under the acts for dissolving the chantries, that the chapel had either ceased to be 
active, or, it failed to support a priest by the time of the surveys, or, that it was not 
taxable, or, it had been taken over by the family of its founder or indeed, that its 
existence had been concealed.64 However, the lack of any documentary evidence to 
support such a thesis and the nature of the thoroughness of the chantry surveyors in 
Westmorland and Cumberland, together with the fact that the chapel is a prominent 
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building within the settlement of Keld that is diffi cult to overlook or conceal, make 
these latter suggestions most unlikely. 

Having reviewed the documentary record there still remains the question, if the Keld 
chapel was a chantry chapel, who would have endowed it? Was there a local person 
who intended it for their personal benefi t, or did a fraternity of local people set up 
the chapel? The building of a special, free-standing chapel was no light undertaking 
for an individual, even the wealthy favoured chapels in established churches rather 
than isolated buildings and certainly the abbey would have welcomed a chantry in 
their church as it would increase their income and the number of masses. The most 
likely local family with the necessary wealth to found a free-standing chantry chapel 
are the de Culwens (Curwen) who were the Lords of the Manor of Shap at least 
until 1403 (held of the Cliffords) when Gilbert shared the manor with the abbot, 
after which it appears to have passed wholly to the abbey. The Culwens were not 
resident in the manor having their seat at Workington Hall although they did stay and 
sometimes lived at Thornthwaite Hall in the manor of Thornthwaite or Bampton 
Patrick. The Culwens, through their ancestor Thomas, the founder of the abbey, 
maintained close ties with the convent and they are unlikely to have built and endowed 
a chantry outside the abbey church (there is no record of them endowing one inside 
the church either). Another prominent family related to the de Culwens in the parish 
in the early thirteenth century were the de Rosgills who held the manor of Rosgill.65 
Peter de Rosgill made two grants to the abbey in 1210-1220 and eventually the manor 
passed to the Salkelds of Corby in c.1300.66 In 1538, the great and small tithes of 
Rosgill were leased by Abbot Richard Evenwode to Richard Salkeld, one of several 
such leases made by the same abbot in the last years of the abbey’s existence, probably 
to raise the money to pay the Crown for the licence to continue unsuppressed.67 After 
the Dissolution, the abbey’s land in Rosgill and Wet Sleddale were in the tenure of 
Thomas Salkeld.68 The Salkelds had a chapel in the parish church; the Salkeld coat 
of arms adorned the east window of St Michael’s church and they had an ‘Isle on ye 
South side of the Church’.69 Whiteside referred to the Rosgill Chapel that adjoined 
the old chancel when he described the discovery of a coffi n carved in the underlying 
rock when excavations were being dug for the foundations of the new chancel during 
the restoration in 1898.70 It is highly probable that the Salkeld ‘Isle’ was a chantry as 
even the lesser gentry sought to ease the journey of their souls through Purgatory, so 
it is very unlikely that they would build another chapel at Keld. 

The strongest reason for not accepting that the chapel was built before 1540 is that it 
is built on land subject to a secular obligation of long standing. Lord Lonsdale’s agent, 
William Little, noted that the building was listed on the manor court roll and Little 
went on to say that it was highly unlikely that the monks would build a chapel on 
customary land subject to customary rents and boon services. In this he was probably 
refl ecting that grants of land to religious houses were usually given free of any manorial 
dues or obligations. In addition, from 1388 the abbey held the manor jointly with the 
de Culwens (Curwen) and, from 1403, the abbey was sole lord of the manor until it 
was surrendered in January 1540.71 If the abbey had built the chapel on land that was 
subject to manorial dues, why did the abbey, as joint lord or as sole lord, not delete 
it from the manor court roll? And if the chapel was built when the de Culwens were 
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sole lords of the manor why did they let it remain on the court roll when, as patrons, 
their main concern would have been to secure the maximum number of masses said 
for their souls and would have been expected in any case to have given the land free of 
any dues and rents.72 It is indeed most unlikely that the canons would have built 
a chapel on land from which they themselves derived an income, or if they 
had, continued to enter it on the court roll. These arguments on their own may suffi ce 
to dismiss the claim that the chapel was built by the abbey. However, the development 
and form of medieval manors varied widely and relationships between lord and 
manorial tenants and between lord and local monastic houses were continually 
changing; a gift of land may have been made to the abbey without removing any 
manorial obligations. 

A Catholic refuge

Other possibilities are that the chapel was built after the Dissolution as a place of 
Catholic worship in the reign of Edward VI, as a place of Protestant worship in the 
reign of Mary, as part of the Elizabethan expansion of the Church, or as a Presbyterian 
or Independent chapel in the fi rst part of the seventeenth century. 

According to Bouch, throwing out of the old religion with the accession and reforms 
of Edward VI was achieved with no outward defi ance from the people of Cumberland 
and Westmorland. The lessons of  Tudor ruthlessness had been learnt and remembered 
from the Pilgrimage of Grace in 1536, although it is possible that in an area so 
remote from London, many parishes just carried on with their traditional services as 
before.73 In Shap the parish church may not have been available to them because of 
the attitude of the new rector, Richard Washington, and his successors, who appear 
to have neglected the church. When Sir John Lowther fi nally acquired the whole 
rectory in 1659, he bought ‘a tunn of lead that new laide the Gutters and other places 
most defective’.74 The building at Keld could have been adapted or erected by local 
Catholics during Edward’s reign as a place of worship tolerated by local government 
offi cials and attracting little attention from the king’s men.

The effect in Westmorland of Mary’s restoration and her reintroduction of the 
Catholic faith to her realm are not too clear as no detailed work on the period has been 
published; in fact as Duffy points out, ‘a convincing religious history of Mary’s reign 
has yet to be written’75 and even Bouch devotes no more than half a page to the period 
in the Lake Counties. There were no burnings at the stake in the Carlisle diocese and 
only three clergy were expelled from their livings, and the Queen’s instruction for the 
restoration of all church property confi scated from religious houses and still vested 
in the Crown was never carried out due to her early death.76 Elsewhere in England 
Duffy argues that the restoration of the old religion was taken up with enthusiasm 
even to the extent that rood-lofts were rebuilt and new images commissioned and 
restored.77 Church plate and garments were brought out of concealment or bought 
back from those who bought them under the Edwardine edicts and new items 
purchased. Some writers have assumed that something similar happened in Cumbria. 
Cumberland and Westmorland were regarded as being two of the strongest Catholic 
counties on the basis of the popular uprisings of 1536 (in which the majority of the 
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clergy were not involved). However, this response may not have occurred in Shap. 
Despite a notice pinned to the door of the abbey in 1537 urging the canons to join 
the rising in Lancashire, the brothers declined, probably more through prudence and 
the threat of being made ‘goodly experiments that hangeth on each side of York, some 
in rockets and some in cowls’ than opposition to the reforms.78 What is more likely is 
that the community went along with the reforms and persuaded the parishioners to do 
likewise.79 The abbey’s patron, Henry Clifford, 1st Earl of Cumberland, maintained 
an ambiguous course through the period but remained on good terms with Henry 
VIII. Thomas, 1st Lord Wharton, who became Lord of the Manor in 1544, was a 
vigorous servant of the Crown and although suspected of Catholic leanings he kept 
his true beliefs to himself. Richard Baggot, or Evenwode, the last abbot, acted as an 
agent for the Earl of Cumberland who granted him the living of Kirkby Thore.80 It 
was therefore in their own interest for the canons and successor priests in the parish to 
go along with the policies of their local lords, bending with the winds of change when 
Queen Mary returned the country to the old faith. 

Curwen suggested that the chapel at Keld was built in the Marian period saying that 
‘bishops encouraged their secular priests to acquire small plots of land as near to their 
late sacred buildings as possible and if possible, to obtain stone from some of the 
demolished buildings and erect chapels for the celebration of the Mass’. Curwen does 
not give a source for this statement and we do not know whether it was general across 
the country or peculiar to Carlisle. The idea seems more relevant to the reigns of 
Edward and Elizabeth than that of Mary. In her reign there would be no sound reason 
for a bishop to encourage the building of new chapels as parish churches were restored 
to the Catholic Church. Carlisle had two bishops during the religiously turbulent 
period between 1537 and 1560, Aldrich and Oglethorpe: Aldrich, who was bishop 
from 1537 until his death in 1556, seems to have steered a safe course for himself and 
his diocese through the last ten years of Henry’s reign, those of Edward VI, Lady Jane 
Grey and well into Mary’s, while Oglethorpe ensured his place in history as the bishop 
who crowned Elizabeth queen while others more senior declined. Both Aldridge and 
Oglethorpe appear to have been able men, who, while not in sympathy with many 
aspects of the reforms, were shrewd enough to be fl exible. Curwen’s suggestion 
that bishops told their priests that chapels should be built where churches were not 
available for mass is an idea of a pragmatic man and suits the character of Aldrich 
rather than Oglethorpe. Oglethorpe was a Marian appointee who, despite consenting 
to place the crown on her head, was an opponent of Elizabeth’s reforms. He refused 
to take the Oath of Supremacy and was disposed in 1559.81 Unfortunately no registers 
survive from either bishop’s episcopate that would throw any light on their policies. 

Marian refuge

Elizabeth, although initially more tolerant of private religious dissent, was not slow 
in reversing her sister’s reforms and immediately after the passing of the Act of 
Uniformity in 1559 she directed that there was to be a royal visitation of the whole 
country. The commissioners for the diocese of Carlisle held a session at Penrith on 
6 October 1559 when the churchwardens and parishioners of Shap parish presented 
to the visitors that they had ‘no register boke’ and it was recorded that ‘Dominus 
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Robertus Shalfi ld, curatus’ was absent from the session.82 It is not clear whether this 
meant Robert Shalfi eld did not turn up as a protest, or was sick, or was away from 
the parish but no presentation of non-conformity was made against him. There is no 
mention of a chapel at Keld in the survey. 

In early 1561 the Council of the North issued a commission to administer the oath of 
allegiance to all ecclesiastical persons in the Northern Province and a few months after 
his consecration, John Best, the new bishop of Carlisle, who was also a member of the 
commission, undertook his fi rst visitation of his diocese.83 He says he was well received 
by the gentry and thought Lord Wharton a ‘worthy, wise man and well beloved in the 
country, in whose time, the country was never so well governed’. However, Best did not 
think much of the clergy calling them ‘wicked ympes of Antichrist’ and accused Lord 
Dacre of encouraging those holding his lordship’s livings not to present themselves. In 
1563, Best made a further return to the Privy Council stating that in over 100 parishes 
there was none that lacked a curate, but in another return in 1564 on the suitability 
of the justice of the peace he complained that suspicious people were allowed to pass 
through the country unapprehended and some had ‘in the wyld mountaynes preached 
in chappells.’84 In his comments on the fi tness of the justices in offi ce, Best said of 
Sir Thomas Wharton (eldest son of Lord Wharton), that he was ‘evill of Relligion’ 
and of the local man Richard Salkeld of Corby or Rosgill, knight, that he was ‘not 
good in relligion’, meaning he did not accept the full religious settlement. Sir Henry 
Curwen of Workington was ‘not favourable’ either.85 In 1561 Sir Thomas Wharton was 

FIG. 5. Keld Chapel.  The windows in the south wall.  The size of the jamb stones of the right-hand 
window suggests it came from a larger and higher status building.
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imprisoned in the Tower for hearing Mass.86 Henry Clifford, 2nd Earl of Cumberland 
and Sheriff of Westmorland, was also suspect, having supported Mary Tudor, and 
Best accused him, with Lord Dacre (Clifford’s father-in-law), of interfering with 
the clergy creating a situation where ‘God’s glorious gospel would not take place in 
the counties under their rule. The few Protestants durst not be known for fear of a 
shrewed turn and the lords and magistrates looked through their fi ngers while the 
law was openly defi ed’.87 This suggests there was resistance to Elizabeth’s return to 
the Protestant faith, indeed even Elizabeth needed the support of local offi cials – JPs, 
clergy, churchwardens, gentry and private citizens – to enforce the reforms. Villages 
were divided and if Cumberland was supporting local Catholics against parish clergy 
who were adhering to the requirements of the government one way to do that would 
be to encourage the use of suitable buildings as chapels, a practice which may have 
begun during the reign of Edward.

The third key local fi gure in this period is Richard Washington, described as of 
Grayrigg, who had been granted the rectory of Shap together with the tithes. He 
was also granted lands that had belonged to St Leonard’s, York, including the manor 
of Docker and land in Middleton as well as the ‘house of the ffrears in Penrithe’.88 
Probably he is the Richard Washington (Weyssyngton) who, as a commissioner with 
Thomas Sandford and Alan Bellingham, enquired into the situation of ex-religious 
pensioners in 1553.89 The fact that he is in the company of Alan Bellingham, whom 
ten years later, bishop Best was to recommend as a ‘favourable’ justice of the peace 
and ‘learnt in law’, suggests that Washington was a supporter of the Edwardian 
reforms.90 As rector of Shap he could decide whether or not to appoint a vicar and 
if he did appoint a vicar who was ‘favourable’ to the new forms, it can be conceived 
that Catholic parishioners used the building at Keld as their place of meeting. 91 Keld 
could hardly be described as in ‘wild mountains’ today but in the circumstances of the 
mid-sixteenth century it could have served as a suitable refuge. With the ‘protection’ 
of Sir Thomas Wharton and the Earl of Cumberland, and the blind eyes of Bishops 
Aldrich and Oglethorpe, the worshipers could have attended services free from much 
interference. Under Mary, they may have been able to return to the parish church 
but with the accession of Elizabeth and the attentions of Bishop Best eventually they 
would have succumbed to the new ways and abandoned the chapel.

In 1570, John Best was succeeded by Richard Barnes92 and the run of bishop’s registers 
starts again but no mention has been found of a chapel at Keld in the surviving registers 
or Act Books. Barnes’s appointment coincided with the papal bull excommunicating 
and deposing Queen Elizabeth and although he found ‘the commonalty of Cumberland 
and Westmorland far more conformable and tractable in all matters of religion than he 
ever found the better sort in Yorkshire’, he felt he needed to send a ‘brefe note’ of the 
religious dispositions of the gentlemen of his diocese.93 The effect of the papal bull was 
to make the authorities more vigorous in the application of the reforms and in 1581 
the chief act against papism was passed. It does not appear, however, that there were 
secret meetings of Catholics in the diocese and although there were known wandering 
priests the action of the authorities prevented them from appearing in public. Lord 
Scrope, warden of the West March was quite zealous in pursuit of recusants but when 
in 1596-7, the Bishop of Carlisle, John May, Barne’s successor, inquired of the diocese 
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churchwardens the names of recusants in their parishes, they were reported in only 
eight parishes in Westmorland and there were none in Shap.

Under Elizabeth, the Church expanded and an order of Readers was created to 
help in the staffi ng of chapels and the recording of new (or fi rst record of existing) 
chapels. Bouch provides a list starting in 1556 of chapels in the Chester deaneries 
fi rst mentioned in diocesan records and he is certain the list is both incomplete and 
probably not wholly accurate.94 Gay-Thorpe, writing on Walney Chapel, lists a group 
of seven chapels in Furness which he says must be the result of the Royal Commission 
on Uniformity of 1563 in the diocese of Chester which found church accommodation 
to be insuffi cient on account of the distance to be travelled by persons attending their 
parish churches.95 A list for Carlisle does not appear to survive but similar expansion 
must have taken place and the chapel at Keld could have been part of this expansion 
to serve the inhabitants of Keld, Rayside and Tailbert, the population of which would 
have been growing with the general increase in national prosperity of the period. The 
process provides an explanation for the east window both in terms of time of removal 
from the abbey and its use, it explains the origin of the name chapel and probably 
also explains its eventually demise during the religious troubles of the Commonwealth. 
Against this argument must be set the fact that Keld is only one mile from Shap 
church and nowhere else in Cumbria is a chapel recorded so near to a parish 
church.

Non-conformist building

The absence of any record for the building as a founded ecclesiastical building must 
open up other lines of speculation to account for its origin and for the acquisition of 
the name ‘chapel’. It must be remembered that under Elizabeth those who held to the 
Church of Rome were regarded as non-conformists and efforts of the crown after the 
rebellion of the Northern Earls in 1569 were towards the suppression of papists and 
wandering priests from the continent. It is possible that the building at Keld was used 
occasionally by a priest and gained the chapel name through association rather than 
regular use. 

Recusants continued to be at large in the diocese in the early seventeenth century 
and Bishop Snowdon (1616-1621) complained to King James that the churches of 
the diocese were served by ‘poor vicars and a multitude of base hirelings’.96 Non-
conformity became more general in the early sevententh century with the rise of sects 
within the Established Church when two main factions appeared, the Presbyterians, 
who believed in a hierarchy with elders and laymen, and Independents, who believed 
that each church should be run by its congregation. Bouch and Jones dismiss the 
history of these sects together with the Baptists in Cumbria as ‘of no importance’ and 
give their attention to the Quakers.97 However, the factions cannot be dismissed so 
lightly as after the beheading of Charles I, Parliament set up a Presbyterian system 
and banished the Book of Common Prayer and under the Commonwealth the 
Independents prevailed leading to divisions amongst the clergy. In addition, in the fi rst 
half of the century the state of the churches of the diocese was of considerable concern 
with decay and decrepitude widespread.98 These diffi culties together with the poverty 
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of livings and the absence of vicars must have had an effect in the parishes. It is 
conceivable that during the Commonwealth, just as Curwen suggested, the Catholics 
used the Keld chapel when the parish church was not available to them, and one or 
other of the Presbyterian or Independent factions used it when the others were in 
possession of the parish church. Nightingale gives the names of three clergy at Shap 
between 1574 and 1620 and a fourth, John Dalton, who was registered as minister 
of Shap in 1648. Dalton seems to have been an Independent as he held on to his 
living throughout the Commonwealth (it could also suggest a degree of fl exibility in 
his beliefs) and he also seems to have been a diffi cult character. Sir John Lowther, 
who bought the moiety of the rectory with the advowson in 1656, described him as a 
‘claymorous man’ who had ‘not the least shew of right that ever I could perceive’ for a 
‘pretence of £2 per annum’.99 He was still at Shap in 1670.100 Philip, 4th Lord Wharton, 
was a supporter of Parliament and of the Presbyterians and tensions between him, Sir 
John Lowther and Dalton, may have encouraged parishioners who were disgruntled 
with Dalton to use the building at Keld as an alternative place of worship.101 The 
existence of long-vanished chapels survives in many localities as a place name, as do 
buildings that exhibit some form of architecture associated with a religious use but 
which have long ceased to be used as such.102 Early non-conformist chapels embodied 
simple architectural devices derived from traditional ecclesiastical forms and 
although the east window at Keld is of a type found in both secular and ecclesiastical 
buildings it is rarely found as an east window in the chancel, even in a non conformist 
chapel.

Conclusions

The research summarized in this paper has been concerned with discovering the 
origins of the chapel at Keld. Was it a chapel of ease, a chantry chapel, a Marian refuge 
or an early non-conformist building? The strongest argument against the building 
being built as a chapel before 1540 is that land on which the building is sited is a 
customary tenement just large enough to accommodate the building. No evidence has 
been found that the chapel was, or had, a chantry in it and none that it was associated 
with Shap Abbey. No evidence has been found that shows that the building ever was 
a chapel of any type before 1547 or indeed before the mention of it in the parish 
register of 1672. Whiteside, who made the original suggestion, based his evidence on 
an entry in a not-too-well-kept seventeenth century parish register. The only other 
piece of evidence that the building might have been a chapel of sorts is the prominent 
east window, centrally placed and lighting the east end of the building. However, it 
has been shown that the window is of a type found in both secular and ecclesiastical 
buildings and is most probably a relict from Shap Abbey and was inserted to give the 
building a form of status. Therefore it appears that by the time of the entry in the 
parish register there was only the name ‘chapel’ to hint that once the building may 
have been a place of worship. 

We are therefore left with three possible and speculative conclusions. First, J. Curwen’s 
opinion, or a modifi cation of it, that the building was constructed (or, that a standing 
building was altered) during the Edwardian, Marian or early Elizabethan period to 
provide a place of worship for the local Catholics who were denied the use of the 
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parish church. The building then ceased to be used as a place of Catholic worship 
sometime after Elizabeth became queen and was subsequently occupied as a dwelling 
house. Second, the building was built to serve as a place of worship for the people 
of Keld as part of the expansion of the English Church under Elizabeth but fell into 
disuse and became a dwelling. Third, it was not built as a chapel but as a secular 
structure sometime after the Dissolution, Keld Fenwick’s barn (in fact). Later it was 
used at sometime by a religious group, most probably non-conformists during the 
mid-seventeenth century. The most probable origin of the east window is that it was 
salvaged from the abbey and incorporated into the structure to give the building 
status. The lack of any references to the chapel or the building before the entry in the 
parish register suggests that its use as a place of worship, if it was ever used as such, 
was short lived and ceased long before 1672. 

Barn Cottage Road Ends, CA4 9SL
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